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To the east of the Angkor monuments, there is a royal road that connects the Angkor area to provincial
Khmer cities that include Beng Mealea and Preah Khan of Kompong Svay. Khmer buildings known as
Temples d’étape and Fire Shrines are placed approximately every 15 km along this east royal road. In this
paper, we investigate the magnetic susceptibility and other characteristics of the sandstone blocks used to
construct these buildings in conjunction with their architectural characteristics. As a result, we reconfirmed that the Temples d’étape and Fire Shrines have been constructed during the early Angkor Wat period and the late Bayon period, respectively. In addition, it was revealed that most of the sandstone blocks
used in these buildings along the east royal road were likely supplied from quarries at the southeastern
foot of Mt. Kulen. However, we consider that the sandstone blocks used in the buildings of Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay, except its central part, the Temple d’étape at Prasat Trapeang Chambok and the Fire
Shrine at Prasat Supheap Tbong, were supplied from quarries surrounding Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
Keywords: Angkor Monuments; Sandstone; Magnetic Susceptibility; Fire Shrine; Temple D’étape; Royal
Road; Provenance; Construction Period

Introduction
Four royal roads radiate from the Angkor area, the centre of
the Khmer Empire from the 9th to the 15th Century, toward
provincial Khmer cities. Among them, the royal road leading
eastward (the east royal road) branches into two at Beng Mealea. One road extends to Wat Phu via Koh Ker, and the other
road to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
Two types of buildings that are of interest in this study are
distributed along this east royal road. One type is known as the
Fire Shrine (Gîtes d’étape in French and also called “Dharmaçālā”). These were previously described in the inscription of
Preah Khan at Angkor (K.908), and considered to have been
constructed by Jayavarman VII in the late 12th Century and
later. Another building at this site is known as the Temple
d’étape and is considered to have been constructed by Suryavarman II in the early 12th Century because they are of an
Angkor Wat style. In addition to the Temples d’étape and the
Fire Shrines, large temples such as Prasat (Pr.) Chau Srei Vibol
and Beng Mealea are also situated along the east royal road.
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Twenty-five buildings of the Fire Shrine type are known
within Cambodia, Thailand and Laos. Among them, five Fire
Shrines are distributed along the east royal road in Angkor.
Some Temples d’étape are accompanied by Fire Shrines. The
Temples d’étape are only found along the east royal road from
the Angkor area to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay but have not
been investigated intensively because of difficult access. The
main construction material of these buildings is sandstone. In
this paper, based on the magnetic susceptibility and other characteristics of the sandstone blocks, we consider the construction
periods of these buildings and the provenance of the sandstone
blocks that were used to build them. One of the main construction materials in the Angkor monuments is a grey to yellowish
brown sandstone. There was no difference found in the chemical composition and constituent minerals of the sandstone
among the different temples. However, Uchida et al. (1998,
2003, 2007) found that the magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks differed over construction time and inferred that
there were seven sandstone quarries (A to G) used in the Angkor period. Later studies by Carò and Im (2012) and Uchida
and Shimoda (2013) discovered abundant sandstone quarries at
37
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the southeastern foot of Mt. Kulen and the latter identified
quarries corresponded to previously inferred quarries D to G. In
addition, Uchida et al. (2005) summarized changes over time of
the characteristics of sandstone and laterite blocks such as size,
shape, orientation of bedding planes, and stacking method. As a
result, we can roughly estimate construction periods of the
Khmer buildings based on these characteristics in addition to
their magnetic susceptibility.

Khmer Buildings along the East Royal Road
The starting point of the east royal road is situated of Angkor
Wat and Angkor Thom (Figure 1). The east royal road goes
eastward for 15 km leading to Pr. Chau Srei Vibol. In this section, there are two parallel roads (Figure 2). One road reaches the
north of Pr. Chau Srei Vibol and the other road reaches the centre.
The north road is accompanied by a canal that is connected to other
canals and rivers reaching the sandstone quarries at the southeastern foot of Mt. Kulen. Therefore, the north road is considered to
be the main transport route for the sandstone blocks used in the
Angkor monuments (Uchida & Shimoda, 2013). The road
reaching the centre of Pr. Chau Srei Vibol extends eastward to
Pr. Banteay Ampil, then turns to the northeast and continues to
Beng Mealea. Moreover, this road extends while meandering
from Pr. Kong Pluk situated in the southeast corner of the East
Baray of Beng Mealea to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay situated 60 km east of Beng Mealea. The Temples d’étape and Fire
Shrines are located approximately every 15 km between Beng
Mealea and Preah Khan of Kompong Svay (Figure 2). As
several bridges were found to the east of Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay, it is hypothesized that the east royal road ex-
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tended further eastward. However, evidence of a royal road has
not yet been confirmed.

Temples D’étape
Five resembling temples, Pr. Chrei, Pr. Toap Chey, Pr. Pram,
Pr. Supheap Tbong and Pr. Chambok, are arranged along the
east royal road between Beng Mealea and Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay. In addition, another resembling temple, Pr.
Banteay Ampil is positioned in the western side of Beng
Mealea. While the former five temples are located to the south
of the royal road (150 to 400 m from the road), Pr. Banteay
Ampil is located at the north side (approximately 100 m from
the road). In addition to Pr. Chau Srei Vibol, the temples of Pr.
Banteay Samrae, Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau Say Tevoda,
which have a similar temple layout to the Temples d’étape, are
thought to have been constructed as a series of facilities (Groslier, 1973).
The royal road and temples along the road were recently
summarized in detail by Hendrickson (2007, 2008). The first
mention of Temples d’étape was done by Lajonquière (1902)
using the name Pr. Kong Pluk as opposed to Pr. Chrei. Later,
Trouve (1934) reported Pr. Sup Tiep Pi (Pr. Supheap Tbong in
this paper), and pointed out the similarity to the other Temples
d’étape reported previously by Lajonquière (1902). As the
Temples d’étape were similar to Pr. Thommanon from an architectural point of view, Parmentier (1948) considered that the
Temples d’étape had been constructed during the reign of Suryavarman II (ca. 1113 to 1150 CE).
Of the temples mentioned above that can be specifically
classified as Temples d’étape is still unclear. To consider this

Figure 1.
The royal roads radiating from the Angkor area. The numbers of temples are based on Cisark.
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Figure 2.
The Khmer monuments distributed along the east royal road. The numbers of temples are based on Cisark.

issue, we conducted architectural record and measurement surveys, and studied the architectural resemblance between these
temples. We examined the drawings of Pr. Thommanon and Pr.
Banteay Samrae which was measured by the Japanese Government team for safeguarding Angkor, the drawing of Pr.
Chau Say Tevoda measured by the Chinese Government team
for safeguarding Angkor and the École Française d’ExtrêmeOrient. Although the drawings of Pr. Banteay Ampil, Pr. Chrei,
Pr. Pram, Pr. Supheap Tbong and Pr. Chambok were produced
previously by the Cisark project, we re-measured them and
drafted new plans. In addition, we surveyed and prepared the
plan of Pr. Toap Chey that had not been previously measured
and drawn.
When we compared the dimensions of the enclosure walls
from six temples located in the east side including Pr. Banteay
Ampil, they are almost the identical. Other temples on the west
side had different dimensions. The plan of Pr. Chau Srei Vibol
is slightly smaller, but plans of Pr. Thommanon, Pr. Chau Say
Tevoda and Pr. Banteay Samrae, are slightly larger than the
Temples d’étape (Table 1).
The layout of each temple is the same (Figure 3). There is a
central sanctuary and two libraries (northern library and southern library) inside an enclosure wall. While both libraries generally face towards the west and the east wall was closed by a
false door, the libraries of the two temples, Pr. Chrei and Pr.
Pram open to the east and west. The main construction material
used in these libraries was different depending on the temple.
Some libraries consist mainly of sandstone or laterite, but for
some libraries, laterite was used for the wall and sandstone for
decorative parts such as the platform, foot of the wall, and cornice.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Table 1.
Scale of Temples d’étape.
Short side (m)

Long side (m)

Pr. Thommanon

38.81

44.80

Pr. Chau Say Tevoda

40.00

44.00

Pr. Banteay Samrae

35.71

40.76

Pr. Chau Srei Vibol

30.79

32.07

Pr. Banteay Ampil

32.42

37.73

Pr. Chrei

32.39

37.90

Pr. Toap Chey

33.29

37.42

Pr. Pram

32.35

37.62

Pr. Supheap Tbong

32.08

37.60

Pr. Trapeang Chambok

32.27

37.60

In the Khmer temple complex, the southern library had a
higher degree of engraving than the northern library, and if the
temple had an asymmetric plan such as Pr. Thommanon, a single library was found in the south. In Temples d’étape, three of
the temples, Pr. Chrei, Pr. Chambok and Pr. Supheap Tbong,
used different material between the libraries, that is, the southern library was made of sandstone but the northern library was
made of laterite.
Configuration of the four gopuras in the enclosure wall was
different within each temple. The enclosure wall opens in four
directions except Pr. Banteay Ampil and Pr. Chambok that have
39
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Figure 3.
The arrangement of Temples d’étape and the average magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks (×10−3 SI units).

no northern gopura. Among the three temples with four gopuras,
the northern gopura of Pr. Toap Chey has a false door and is not
utilized as an entrance. The eastern gopura is the largest and the
southern gopura is second largest in all temples. The south side
of the southern gopura is closed by a flat wall or false door in
40

the all of the temples. This architectural feature is common to
all the temples situated east of Pr. Banteay Ampil.
In Pr. Chrei, Pr. Pram and Pr. Supheap Tbong which all have
an open door at the northern gopura, the causeway extends
toward the north from the northern gopura. Linga-like post
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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stones stand along the causeway, and a cruciform terrace is laid
at Pr. Supheap Tbong. These suggest that the northern causeway was the important connection to the royal road through the
north side of each temple. In addition, Pr. Chrei, Pr. Toap Chey
and Pr. Pram also have an eastern causeway, and effectively
these temples had two causeways toward the north and east.
The plan of the central sanctuary is relatively common among
these nine temples except for Pr. Chau Srei Vibol, which has a
single chamber without antechambers. Observing these nine
temples carefully, four temples that are located to the east of Pr.
Toap Chey have the same distinguishing configuration. The
feature appears as two chambers at the east of main chamber in
an exterior view because of a false window, but the actual interior composition is a single antechamber.
In this way, the eastern six temples from Pr. Banteay Ampil
share similarity in the fundamental temple plan such as dimension of the enclosure wall, composition of the temple layout,
and closure to outside at the southern gopura. Moreover, the
eastern four temples have remarkable similarity in the simplification in the interior chamber.

Fire Shrines
Along the east royal road, five temples known as Fire Shrines
are positioned as follows: Pr. Kansaeng in Beng Mealea, Pr.
Kuk in Preah Khan of Kompong Svay, Pr. Toap Chey, Pr. Ta
En and Pr. Supheap Tbong. These temples have been previously described by Lajonquière (1902). He reported two temples, Pr. Kuk Top Thom and Pr. Teap Chei that we subsequently refer to as Pr. Kansaeng and Pr. Toap Chey. Lajonquière (1902) suggested that four temples, Pr. Kansaeng, Pr.
Toap Chey, Pr. Ta En and Pr. Kuk, were of the same type as the
facility, classified as Toap Chey type temples (Lajonquière,
1911). He interpreted these temples as rest houses for pilgrims.
Foucher (1903) proposed another term “Dharmaçālā” (in Sanskrit) for these temples because of the resembling buildings in
India. Based on the agreement of the function as “Dharmaçālā”
for these temples, Finot (1925) pointed out that these temples
were the buildings of mercy (maison de charité). This was because of the Lokeshvara sculpture on the pediment. Cœdés
(1941) has interpreted them as fire houses (maison du feu)
judging from the inscription of Preah Khan at Angkor (K.908).
In the inscription, a total of 121 Fire Shrines have been recorded, 57 temples along the road from Yaçodharapura to
Campā, 17 temples along the road to the city of Vimāy, 44
temples along the circular road around the capital city, and 3
temples at other locations. The road from Yaçodharapura to
Campā may be identified as the southeast royal road or the east
royal road as called by Lajonquière (1902). However, it is reasonable to consider the road as the east royal road because Fire
Shrines have never been found along the southeast royal road as
Cœdés (1941) noted. There are several discussions on this type
of temple by Welch (1997), Jacques and Lafond (2004) and
Hendrikson (2007).
The Fire Shrine consists of a single building with a size of 4
to 5 m wide and 14 to 15 m long (Finot, 1925; Hendrickson,
2007, 2008). With the exception of Pr. Toap Chey, the other
four Fire Shrines are located on the north side of the east royal
road. All the Fire Shrines are commonly positioned closer to
the royal road than the Temples d’étape. Although the Fire
Shrine is situated along the eastern causeway in the temple
complex, Pr. Kansaeng in Beng Mealea temple complex is
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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located along the western causeway. Therefore, it is suggested
that worshipers accessed Beng Mealea temple complex from
the west side that is also the direction to the capital city Angkor.
Based on the lower quality of construction and engraving
work and the decoration style, it is considered that all Fire
Shrines were constructed in the Bayon period (1182 to 1270
CE). Traces of the additional wooden structures on the pediment and the expunged deity motifs from the ridge stones show
there was later modification to this structure.

Methods
Magnetic Susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility measurement was conducted
non-destructively using a portable magnetic susceptibility meter
SM-30 (ZH Instruments, Czech Republic) on a flat surface
perpendicular to the bedding plane. The measurement accuracy
is 1 × 10−6 SI units and the measurement time is approximately
two seconds for one point. The sandstone blocks showed a
considerable variation in magnetic susceptibility from block to
block, so we measured 50 randomly selected sandstone blocks
from each area and report their average value (Uchida et al.,
2003, 2007). Magnetite is considered to be the main reason for
the magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone.
Based on these magnetic susceptibilities, 11 construction
stages could be distinguished during the Angkor period (Uchida
et al., 2003, 2007). In the Khmer buildings in the Angkor area,
the magnetic susceptibility of the grey to yellowish brown
sandstones tend to increase from 1.1 to 4.3 × 10−3 SI units from
the Baphuon period to the Angkor Wat period. However, the
value decreased abruptly to around 1.0 × 10−3 SI units in the
main Bayon period, and then increased gradually to around 2.1 ×
10−3 SI units in the later Bayon period.

Characteristics of Stone Blocks
The change over time of characteristics of sandstone and laterite blocks used in the Khmer monuments such as size, shape,
orientation of bedding planes, and stacking method were summarized by Uchida et al. (2005). The stone blocks have square
ends in the Baphuon style period, whereas they have rectangular ends as well as square ends in the Angkor Wat period. After
that, the stone blocks have rectangular ends. Until the early
Bayon period, the stone blocks were stacked so that they were
of uniform height and had a successive bed joint (coursed ashlar masonry). The stone blocks after this period however, have
different shapes and sizes, and show a non-successive bed joint
(random range ashlar masonry). In addition, the orientation of
bedding planes of the stone blocks is random until the Baphuon
period, and became horizontal in the Angkor Wat period and
later.

Results and Discussion
Pr. Chau Srei Vibol
Pr. Chau Srei Vibol is surrounded by a moat 1500 m eastwest by 1050 m north-south and is situated on a natural hill
about 20 m high. A gallery surrounds the central sanctuary and
northern and southern libraries on the top of the hill. There is a
laterite enclosure wall at the foot of the hill. A building known
as “palace” is situated at the southern foot of the hill. No in41
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scription was found from Pr. Chau Srei Vibol, but it is considered to have been constructed in the Baphuon period based on
the decoration and architectural technique (Aymonier, 1901;
Lajonquière, 1911).
In Pr. Chau Srei Vibol, the stone block ends are square and
their bedding planes orientation is random. As trenches were
carved in the bottom face of the horizontal long sandstone
blocks in the wall, it is surmised that the wooden beam that is
invisible from an exterior viewpoint was installed in this space
from the beginning of its construction. This reinforcement
technique is widely used in the masonry of the Baphuon period
(Cunin, 2004) and such characteristics may suggest that Pr.
Chau Srei Vibol was constructed during that period. However,
there was a slight difference in the magnetic susceptibility of
the sandstone blocks between buildings on the hilltop and the
gopuras of the enclosure wall at the foot. The magnetic susceptibility of the buildings and the gallery on the hilltop are relatively high (1.41 to 3.71 × 10−3 SI units, av. 2.85 × 10−3 SI units)
(Figure 5(b)), whereas those of the gopuras in the foot are
lower, (1.28 to 2.18 × 10−3 SI units, av. 1.72 × 10−3 SI units)
(Figures 4 and 5(a)). As the magnetic susceptibility of the
sandstones increase gradually from the Baphuon period to the
Angkor Wat period, their magnetic susceptibilities may suggest
that the gopuras of the enclosure wall at the foot was constructed prior to the buildings and gallery on the hilltop. The
magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in the
gopuras of the enclosure wall coincides with those in the
Baphuon period, whereas the magnetic susceptibility of the
buildings and gallery on the hilltop suggest they were constructed in the early Angkor Wat period. However, the stone
blocks used in the buildings and gallery on the hilltop have a
random orientation of bedding planes, which is one of the
characteristics of stone blocks used in the buildings constructed
up until the Baphuon period. These characteristics contradict
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each other and may suggest that Pr. Chau Srei Vibol was constructed in the transitional period between the Baphuon and the
Angkor Wat period.

Beng Mealea
Beng Mealea is situated about 40 km east of Angkor Wat in
the southeastern foot of Mt. Kulen (Figure 2). Boisselier (1952)
considered from an art history viewpoint that Beng Mealea was
constructed in the transitional period between the Angkor Wat
and the Bayon period. Traces of reconstruction at later periods
have been found in several places at Beng Mealea.
Beng Mealea was built mainly of sandstone blocks with high
processing precision. The sandstone blocks have successive
horizontal joints and horizontal bedding planes with generally
rectangular ends mainly of 27 to 35 cm by 45 to 50 cm. However, larger sandstone blocks were used in two palaces in the
south side between the middle and the outer galleries and also
in the central sanctuary. The size of the larger sandstone blocks
is mainly 50 to 80 cm by 80 to 220 cm on the wall surface.
Judging from an architectural point of view, no difference in
the construction period could be confirmed between the palaces
and the galleries. Such large sandstone blocks were used in
Angkor Wat and Wat Athvea constructed in the Angkor Wat
period. In addition, larger sandstone blocks are also found in
several buildings in Koh Ker. The above-mentioned characteristics suggest that Beng Mealea was constructed in the Angkor
Wat period.
The magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks is different from place to place and ranges from 1.8 to 4.4 × 10−3 SI
units (Figures 5(c) and 6). Their magnetic susceptibility suggests that Beng Mealea was constructed during the same period
as Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau Say Tevoda, that is, in the
early Angkor Wat period. This suggests that the sandstone

Figure 4.
The average magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in Chau Srei Vibol (×10−3 SI units).
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blocks used in Beng Mealea were supplied from the southeastern foot of Mt. Kulen as with other Khmer buildings in the
Angkor area. However, some decorations have the characteristics of the transitional period between the Angkor Wat period
and the Bayon period suggesting a time lag between the construction period and the decoration period.

Preah Khan of Kompong Svay
Preah Khan of Kompong Svay is situated about 100 km east
of Angkor Wat. The inscription K.161 in Pr. Kat Kdei of Preah
Khan of Kompong Svay suggests that Pr. Kat Kdei was constructed in the reign of Suryavarman I (1002 to 1050 CE). This
temple is purported to be the oldest one in Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay. It is considered that almost all the temples in
Preah Khan of Kompong Svay were built later by Suryavarman
II (the Angkor Wat period) and Jayavarman VII (the Bayon
period) (Mauger, 1939; Stern, 1965; Cunin, 2004). The existence of a standing Buddha building in the southeast of the
central part suggests that the Preah Khan of Kompong Svay had
been used as a religious site until the post Bayon period.
The sandstone blocks used in Preah Khan of Kompong Svay
have relatively high magnetic susceptibility of 1.4 to 2.0 × 10−3
SI units in the eastern and western gopuras of the outer gallery,
the four gopuras of the inner gallery, the central sanctuary, and
the northern and southern libraries (Figures 5(d) and 7). The
sandstone blocks used in Pr. Kat Kdei mentioned above also
have relatively high magnetic susceptibility. On the other hand,
the sandstone blocks with relatively low magnetic susceptibilities of 0.3 to 0.6 × 10−3 SI units were used in the building situated just east of the eastern gopura of the inner gallery (Figures
5(e) and 7), the northern and southern gopuras of the outer gallery, the inner gallery and a part of the outer gallery. In addition,
the sandstone blocks used in the eastern and western gopuras of
the outermost enclosure wall, Pr. Preah Thkol, Pr. Preah Stung
and Pr. Damrei have lower magnetic susceptibilities of 0.2 to
0.5 × 10−3 SI units. The sandstone blocks with relatively high
magnetic susceptibilities were processed with high precision,
and have successive horizontal joints, square ends and horizontal bedding planes. These are characteristics of the buildings
constructed during the Angkor Wat period. As for their magnetic susceptibility, these sandstone blocks are concordant with
those of Khleang, Baphuon and early Angkor Wat periods.
These characteristics suggest that the buildings with relatively
high magnetic susceptibility were constructed in the early Angkor Wat period, and that these sandstone blocks were supplied
from Mt. Kulen the same as those used in the buildings in the
Angkor area.
The sandstone blocks with relatively low magnetic susceptibility have rectangular ends and horizontal bedding planes, and
are of random range ashlar. In addition, the processing precision of these sandstone blocks is relatively low. These characteristics suggest that the buildings constructed with sandstone
blocks with relatively low magnetic susceptibility were constructed in the main Bayon period and onwards. Pr. Preah
Stung has a tower decorated with faces, which is one of the
architectural characteristics in the main Bayon period. The
magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in these
buildings is different from those used in the Angkor area during
the main Bayon period. This fact suggests that these sandstone
blocks were supplied from quarries that are different from Mt.
Kulen, but probably from quarries close to Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 5.
Histograms of magnetic susceptibilities of sandstone blocks used in
Chau Srei Vibol, Beng Mealea and Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
av.: average magnetic susceptibility, and s.d.: standard deviation.

Temples D’étape
This section describes the characteristics of the sandstone
blocks used in the Temples d’étape. The sandstone blocks have
rectangular ends of a size mainly of 31 to 40 cm by 42 to 59 cm,
and were of coursed ashlar masonry. In addition, the orientation
of the bedding planes is horizontal. These characteristics are
concordant to those of sandstone blocks used in the Angkor
area from the Angkor Wat period to the early Bayon period.
The magnetic susceptibility values from each temple are shown
in Figures 3 and 8. With the exception of Pr. Trapeang Chambok, the magnetic susceptibility ranges from 2.0 to 4.7 × 10−3
SI units. Judging from these values, it is suggested that these
temples were constructed in the early Angkor Wat period.
The average magnetic susceptibilities are 2.84 × 10−3 SI units
for Pr. Banteay Ampil; 3.03 × 10−3 SI units for Pr. Chrei; 3.05 ×
10−3 SI units for Pr. Toap Chey; 3.77 × 10−3 SI units for Pr.
Pram, and 4.48 × 10−3 SI units for Pr. Supheap Tbong. As a
whole, the magnetic susceptibility values increase eastward
(Figure 8). This may suggest that these temples have been
constructed eastward in this order, and that the sandstone
43
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Figure 6.
The average magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in Beng Mealea (×10−3 SI units).

blocks were supplied from Mt. Kulen.
On the other hand, the magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in Pr. Trapeang Chambok is as low as 0.39 ×
10−3 SI units, similar to the sandstone blocks with low magnetic
susceptibility used in Preah Khan of Kompong Svay (0.2 to 0.6 ×
10−3 SI units). From the temple layout, Pr. Trapeang Chambok
is likely to have been constructed in the early Angkor Wat period, the same period as the other Temples d’étape. Therefore,
it is likely that the change from the sandstone blocks with high
magnetic susceptibility to those with low magnetic susceptibility occurred in the early Angkor Wat period, not in the transitional period from the Angkor Wat to the Bayon period. As the
magnetic susceptibility values of the sandstone blocks with
relatively low magnetic susceptibility are different from those
of the sandstone blocks supplied from Mt. Kulen at that period,
they are considered to have been supplied from quarries around
Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
The magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in
44

the mandapa of Pr. Toap Chey is clearly low compared with
those in the other parts. Almost all sandstone blocks used in the
mandapa have magnetic susceptibilities of approximately 0.3 ×
10−3 SI units, whereas a small number of sandstone blocks have
higher magnetic susceptibilities that range from 1.0 to 6.0 ×
10−3 SI units. This fact may suggest that the sandstone blocks
with low magnetic susceptibility were supplied from quarries
situated near Preah Khan of Kompong Svay, and that the sandstone blocks with high magnetic susceptibility supplied from
Mt. Kulen were mixed with them. However, no architectural
evidence supporting that the mandapa was constructed after the
other parts was observed.
In addition, although there is a difference in scale (Table 1),
Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau Say Tevoda were the buildings
constructed in the early Angkor Wat period (Uchida et al., 2007)
and have a similar temple arrangement to the Temples d’étape
along the east royal road to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
These facts suggest that Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau Say
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 7.
The average magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in Preah Khan of Kompong Svay (×10−3 SI units).
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau Say Tevoda began construction
before the Temples d’étape and that the Temples d’étape were
constructed eastward including Pr. Thommanon and Pr. Chau
Say Tevoda.

Fire Shrines
The buildings of Fire Shrines were constructed with sandstone blocks with rectangular ends mainly of 30 to 35 cm by 43
to 51 cm. They show a variation in size and were stacked randomly. The orientation of bedding planes is generally horizontal. The magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks is also
high in the Fire Shrines situated in the western area such as Pr.
Kansaeng (2.71 × 10−3 SI units), Pr. Toap Chey (3.14 × 10−3 SI
units) and Pr. Ta En (2.66 × 10−3 SI units) (Figure 9). On the
other hand, the magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks
is low in Pr. Supheap Tbong (0.36 × 10−3 SI units) and Pr. Kuk
(0.40 × 10−3 SI units) situated in the eastern area. This suggests
that the sandstone blocks with higher magnetic susceptibility
were supplied from quarries at the southeastern foot of Mt.
Kulen, but that those with lower magnetic susceptibility were
supplied from quarries near Preah Khan of Kompong Svay. The
magnetic susceptibilities therefore suggest that Pr. Kansaeng
(2.71 × 10−3 SI units), Pr. Toap Chey (3.14 × 10−3 SI units) and
Pr. Pram (2.66 × 10−3 SI units) were constructed in the Angkor
Wat period to the early Bayon period or in the late Bayon period. As the processing precision of the sandstone blocks was
low compared with those used in the Temples d’étape and the
sandstone blocks were stacked randomly, they are considered to
have been constructed in the late Bayon period.
There are also Fire Shrines in Ta Prohm and Preah Khan in
the Angkor area. They have an average magnetic susceptibility
of 1.12 and 0.92 × 10−3 SI units, respectively (Figure 9). These
values suggest that they were constructed during the main
Bayon period. As mentioned above, the Fire Shrines along the
east royal road are considered to have been constructed in the
late Bayon period. This means that the Fire Shrines of Ta
Prohm and Preah Khan were constructed before them and suggests that the Fire Shrines were also constructed eastward.

The Provenance of the Sandstone Blocks

Figure 8.
Histograms of magnetic susceptibilities of sandstone blocks used
in Temples d’étape. av.: average magnetic susceptibility, and s.d.:
standard deviation.

Tevoda were constructed as a series of Temples d’étape. The
magnetic susceptibility of the sandstone blocks used in Pr.
Thommanon ranges from 2.0 to 2.9 × 10−3 SI units and the
average is 2.54 × 10−3 SI units. These values are slightly lower
than those of the Temples d’étape. This may suggest that Pr.
Thommanon was constructed earlier than the Temples d’étape.
On the other hand, the range of magnetic susceptibility of the
sandstone blocks used in Pr. Chau Say Tevoda is even wider
from 1.1 to 5.5 × 10−3 SI units with an average of 3.20 × 10−3 SI
units. The value of 1.1 × 10−3 SI units is lowest among the
Temples d’étape and the value of 5.5 × 10−3 SI units is highest.
The magnetic susceptibility values may suggest that the construction of Pr. Chau Say Tevoda started before the Temples
d’étape, but ended after them. In summary, it is considered that
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The sandstone blocks used in Preah Khan of Kompong Svay
can be divided into two based on their magnetic susceptibility.
The sandstone blocks with higher magnetic susceptibility (1.4
to 2.0 × 10−3 SI units) have square ends and horizontal bedding
planes, were stacked regularly, and are of a high precision
processing. Combined, these characteristics are concordant with
those in the early Angkor Wat period indicating that the sandstone blocks were supplied from Mt. Kulen. The sandstone
blocks with lower magnetic susceptibility (0.2 to 0.6 × 10−3 SI
units) have rectangular ends and horizontal bedding planes,
were stacked randomly, and are of a low precision processing.
These characteristics are concordant with those in the main
Bayon period and later. As the sandstone blocks with low
magnetic susceptibilities can be found only locally in the Angkor area, it is considered that the sandstone blocks were supplied from the surrounding area of Preah Khan of Kompong
Svay.
Based on the architectural style and the characteristics of the
sandstone blocks, the Temples d’étape were probably constructed during the early Angkor Wat period. The magnetic
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Kulen. The sandstone blocks used in Pr. Trapeang Chambok,
the nearest to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay have low magnetic
susceptibility. As sandstone blocks with low magnetic susceptibility can be found only locally in the Angkor area, the sandstone blocks of Pr. Trapeang Chambok are likely to have been
supplied from the surrounding area of Preah Khan of Kompong
Svay.
As for the Fire Shrines, the sandstone blocks used in Pr. Ta
En and those situated in the western area have high magnetic
susceptibility. Their values are concordant with the sandstone
blocks used in the buildings in the Angkor area constructed
during the late Bayon period and later. This implies that the
sandstone blocks used in the Fire Shrines were supplied from
Mt. Kulen. However, Pr. Supheap Tbong situated in the nearest
position to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay and Pr. Kuk in Preah
Khan of Kompong Svay have low magnetic susceptibility and
the values are not concordant with those of the sandstone
blocks used in the Angkor area in the main Bayon period and
later. Thus, it is considered that the sandstone blocks used in
these two Fire Shrines were supplied from quarries around
Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
Using these data, we suggest that the sandstone blocks were
transported to Preah Khan of Kompong Svay from Mt. Kulen in
the Baphuon period to the beginning of the Angkor Wat period.
In the early Angkor Wat period, the sandstone blocks were
transported to Pr. Supheap Tbong from Mt. Kulen, but the
sandstone blocks of Pr. Trapeang Chambok were supplied from
quarries around Preah Khan of Kompong Svay. In the late
Bayon period, sandstone blocks from Mt. Kulen were transported to Pr. Ta En, but those of Pr. Supheap Tbong were
transported from quarries around Preah Khan of Kompong
Svay.
Old quarries consisting of grey to yellowish brown sandstone
have not yet been found around Preah Khan of Kompong Svay.
However, there is an operating quarry consisting of grey to
yellowish brown sandstone 35 km northeast of Preah Khan of
Kompong Svay. The magnetic susceptibility of that sandstone
is low (0.22 × 10−3 SI units). This suggests the possibility that
there are quarries of grey to yellowish brown sandstone with
low magnetic susceptibility around Preah Khan of Kompong
Svay that remain to be found.
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